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Raub Owens
News Writer
. Bro.nco Stadium's track is getting a $580,000 facelift this summer in preparation for an NCAA track
and field meet in 1994, and students are picking up
the tab.
'The track is not in terrible condition, but it needs
, to be replaced," said Dave Cooper" an associate
architect for BSU.
.
,
.. ..' . '.
To ~eetthe:exacting
spec:ifications of. the NCAA,
th~,en~~trackmustbe
reSurfa~~and:siteS
for all

~9~~~f~~~

BSU .students Mike Stevens, right"and Chris Kostka,center,plays
Hackie Sack with Eldon Hightower during Spring Fling festivities in ~ulia
Davis Park last Sunday•.For details' on this Sunday's festival, Cinco de
Mayo, tum to page 11.
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thatyo:ucan. ,fort.h ..ea. t.h
..letes. co.m.lng.In.;'' said. £.c:f:.:.J
Jacoby, track-arid field coach for BSU.,>"'This'is the;
FinaI Four of track and field/'hesaid;
->. .',...
The familiar blue urethane track win bereplacec;f ,
by a red cinder-colored surface. .:,
. ,.,.
'.
"We're a little tired of blue. I'd like to get back to a
normal-colored track," said Jacoby.
.
, The $580,000 is being taken from a bond fund
reserve account that is generated through student
fees. The reserve account currently holds about $1
million. The money is collected through student fees
attached to the Pavilion, the LyleSmith Stadium and
the new day care .center that is still on the drawing
'. table.
.' '.
.'
.
"I'd have preferred to use other funds, but Lthink
that thebenefitsofthe
event being here should outweigh any consequences," said CJ Martin, ASBSU
president. .
.'
".
....
.
Construction is scheduled to begin early in June,
with a completion date of July 31.
.
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2nd place • "Wendy Wonderful"
by Brad Larrondo • BSU Television
3rd
place
• "Women
in
Wilderness"
by Gayle Valentine,
Ann Finley & Susan Rand~ll •
University Television Productions,
'BSU

The Arbiter to hit the stands a wee bit
late.. '
Listed below are some of the cate-

Forum eyes future
of Women's Center

gories in which BSU and Boise students and journalists were recogStudents, faculty and staff are
invited to a forum to discuss the- nized for their work.
future of the BSU Women's Center.
Student newspaper
The discussion
will. be in the
Student Union's Bishop Barnwell
Watchdcig/Investigative
Room Monday, May 3, at 4 pm.
1st place • "Picking Students'
The purpose
of the .women's
Pockets" by Lynn Owens-Wright •
Center is,to provide educational proThe Arbiter
grams and services to women and
Serious Feature,
'
men students,
faculty and staff.
1st place • '1t's Safer ..• But How
Programs and worlcshops will also
Safe is it?" by Michelle Hicks • The
be open to the community. The cenArbiter
, ter will place special emphasis on
2nd place • "The Chairman of the
programs serving the needs of all
Board" by Kathleen Kreller • The
Women students, including non-traditional, single parents and women ' Arbiter
Light Feature '
of color. In addition, the Women's
1st place. "Unconventional But
Center will work withother groups
Effective" by Lynn Owens-Wright •
to raise the level of awareness conThe Arbiter
"
cerning
gender-based
issues
. 2nd place • "Fear and Loathing
throughout
the university and to
on Line One" by Rick Overton •
focus on topics of access and equal
The Arbiter
opportunity.
'
SportsNews Report
An advisory
board for the
1st place • "Hall Steps Down
Women's Center has been approved
After Disappointing
Season". by
by President Charles Ruch. The purScott Samples • The Arbiter ' '
pose of the advisory board will be to
cooperatively recommend or advise
Weekly newspaper
in the establishment
of policy and
priorities for the operation of the
Watchdog/Investigative
.
Women's Center. The board will con3rd
place
•
"Absolute
sist of 15 positions that will include '
Censorship"
by Jay E. Vail· The
students, faculty, staff and communiBoise
Weekly
tyrnembers.
Serious feature
Anyone interested in serving on
Ist place • "Hate and the First
the board or having input regarding
Amendment" by Steven Anderson •
the goals of Women's Center is
The Boise Weekly
encouraged to attend.
General Column
For more information, please call
lst place (tie) • "Late Night with
Margie VanVooren, dean of Student
Sad dam Hussein"
by Damon
Special Services, at 385-1583.
Hunzeker» The Boise TImes _
,"
Fa Des!'gn .,
"
1st place • "'Huey Reed's Healthy
Challenge'" by Jay E. Vail, Jennifer
O'Reilly & Thia Konig • 'l1tt Boise Wtdly
2nd place • '"Making Old Things
The 1993 Idaho Press Club
New- by Jay E. Vail, Jennifer O'Reilly
Awards honored accomplishments
&: Thia Konig • The Boise Weekly
in media during the 1992 calendar

se

_PUblications gain

Press Club honors

year.

Student television
Outstanding Achievement
.
1st plaa: ·"BSU Rodeo Oub".by
Karen Kessinger • BSU Television

The awards were handed out
Sunday, April 18, in Sun Valley:
which caused the ~piil 20 issue of

Radio
General News Report
,1st place.
"Quayle Rally" by
Dave Fotsch • KBSU
2nd place • "Idaho power Solar" by Dave Fotseh • KBSU
3rd place • "Church & State" by
John Hanian • KBSU
Spot News
3rd place • "Statehouse Fire" by
John Hanian • KBSU
WatchdQglInvestigatiye
,
1st place • "Migrant Education"
by John Hanian • KBSU
Issue Reporting ,
1st place • "Air Force Wants
Bombing
Range
in
Indian
Reservation" by Jy1Hoyt • KBSU
Feature Rwrting
1st place • "The Old Idaho Pen"
by John Hanian • KBSU
2nd place • "Riders in the Sky"
by Dave Fotsch • KBSU
,
3rd place • "Tibetans Find Home
in Boise" by [yl Hoyt • KBSU
Mag~ine
General Excellence
2nd place. Focus .BSU,

in ,Studies Abroad
BSUfaculty
members Richard
Baker, MaX Pavesic; Jan Widmayer
and MichaeJ Zirinsky, will teach
courses at foreign universities· this
year through BSU Studies Abroad

_dtest

preparation,

..

..

----a..,o..........
~

ACCOUNlIHG I

ESSENTIALS
Quick access to the
important facts in
Science, Math,

Business,

-

- Accounting,
History, and
,
Computer Science

1ESTPREPS
The best preparation
for tests like the SAT,
CBAT,GRE, GMAT,

TOBFI.. ~MCAT,

NTH,- and professional

. exams

'

Baker, a: sociology professor, will
present several 'classes this summer
on contempo~ary Me~can society
and culture In Moreha, Mexico.
Topics will include Mexican values'
social stratification,
the role of
women, religion. and the Mexican

the leader in
stUdy guides

.

. ,. ,~.;~........

" .. ~ ., .~.

political
system.
The course is
offered through ~SU in conjunction
With Centro Mexicano Intemacional
of Morelia.
'
Widmayer, an, English professor,
will teach a summer course on the
history of English drama from 1500
to the present at the University of
Sussex in Brighton, England. The
course, which is offered through the
University
Studies
Abroad
Consortium,
will explore
the
English
drama
and
include
Elizabethan plays, court masques
Jacobean
tragedy and Victoria~
melodrama.
Pavesic, a professor of archaeology and anthropology,
will teach
courses
this fall in London on,
"Mysterious Britain" and "Life .and
Times in the British Iron Age."
Classes are offered through the
Northwest
Interinstitutional
Council on Study Abroad and are
held in the Bloomsbury area of central London.
Zirinsky, a history professor, will
teach NICSA courses in London
during spring 1994. Course titles
include "Islam and the West: A
British Perspective"
and "Britain
and Europe in ModemTimes,'
BSU provides
students
with
opportunities
to live and study in
other cultures
through
NICSA,
USAC and other travel programs
coordinated through the Division of
Continuing Education.

Management group
chooses s,ecretary

FaCUltyto teach

programs.

" ,. :,1

]ody Wilson of Pocatello has been
, elected
secretary'
of
BSU's
Construction
Management
Association
for the 1993-94 term.
She also has been awarded a scholarship
from
'the
National
Associatlon
of
Women
in
Construction for 1993.
Wilson is a junior majoring in
construction management.
She is a
1989 graduate
of Pocatello
High
S~hool and is the daughter
of
Richard
and Sandra
Wilson of

Boise.

iD ~iCiiV y

BSU Radio is looking for a few good
students! We are now accepting
program proposals for
student-produc~d shows on KBSU
AM730. If you would like to submit a
proposal, forms are available at the
. ASBSUdesk on the first floor of the
Student Union Building. We arelooking
.fOfstudents with original and creative
,1deasIor·broadcast. Internship credit is
available.
.,
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BUY IT! SELLIT! ~EIET IT! DATE IT!
THE ARBITER CLASSIFIED SECTION
ADVERTISEMENTS AT LOW COST.
MESSAGES ARE FREE! SEND YOVR
PERSONALS TO "!"H~ ARBITER. 1910

VINCE'S
BARBERSHOP
1519 N. 13th in HYDE PARK.

IS AVAILABLE FOR
PERSONALS AND
ClASSIFIEDS AND
UNIVERSITY DRIVE •.

JOBS
The Best in Townl

Mon. - Sat, 8-5

-.

$6.00 MENS CUT

"
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The neVI team ~f ASBSU senators take the oath of office~

GOO~NESS
THE V EAR'S
ALMOST
OVER!

5 nat rs, x cutiv' sst'
into n wr I s in SBSU
Jon Wroten
News Writer
,
A sense of passing away was mixed with a
sense of renewal last Thursday as newly elected ASBSU.executives and senators took office.
Seven new senators and a new executive'
team took their official oaths of office before
family and friends to begin their one-year
terms.
,
CJ Martin and Brent·Hunter began their
t~rrns as presid~~t and vice pn;sident, res~hvely, by promismg to use their new position
to theben.e.fj~ ofthe ~tudents of BSl;J. . -."
:~~:~i!)ot,tlJat
q. ~~,l.I.:'p~ced ID,B¥t.:,
terms as s~nato'rs.thatneeds
to be done
around here. Now, instead of being two volees out of 18, we can represent the whole university," Hunter said.
,
For many new senators,
this year's
unprecedented
number of new faces also
means also a new chapter
in relations
between the ASBSU Senate and the students.
"I want to move ahead and opencommunication lines between students and the senate," said KevinKnight,
the ~ewly-elected

senator from the College of Arts and Sciences.
The new College of Technology senator,
Erik Holinka, said opening up communication meant opening up communication
to
everyone.
"I want to be a voice for the concerns and
opinions of the student-body as a whole, not
just a select few," Holinka said.
.
Another concern of the new senators 'was
to bring a more positive atmosphere to the
senate chambers. Sen. Darrin Gleiser, representing the Graduate College, said senators
and students need to see' the senate in a positive light~ not a negative one,
.
.'
. i, ,"I, pelieye:.fh~o~tu4·~n.ts ,attll.is M,~iyers.ity.
want to hear what's positive that's'go~gon/
- instead of always what's bad," Gleiser said., .'
W1}ile six outgoing senators were finishing
their time on the 18-member council, one
promised to keep his eye on the new members.
"I'm going to miss this place, and I really
hope that the senate will continue to repre. sent the student body, as is their elected
responsibility.
But, I'm still going to be a
thorn in their ass," said outgoing sen. Sean
Lee Brandt.
.
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PLACE TO WORKIlI
"Part·tlme evenings

.

" Work close to home
"Above average earnings
" Exceptional advancement
opportunities
• ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
Mainlenance Wirh Pride

Building

'336-7731'

:j
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akethe rade

Cliffs StudyWare course reviews are a
~ic
new way to study for midterms
and finals.
.
.

• Interactive computer software
-work at your own pace

• H.undreds of on-screen
questions
• An~er explanations
• GI~. hints, graphs
and figures
.

.....~~:~

~

• ,Immediate feedback
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, Communication Students Organization to
print and. bind bilingual childrens' books.
Passed by a vote of 15.{).{). .
Senate Bill #47 adjusted the ASBSUbudget
by $8,585.Passed by a vote of 15.{).{)
.'
Senate Resolution #34 asked Gov. Cecil
Andrus to place pressure on the Department of
Public Works to begin construction on the
Child.Care Center at 'BSU.Passed by a vote of
15-0.{).
Senate Resolution #32 asked the BSU
Theitecord .
Senate Bill #44 provided $300 to assist in the , administration to establish means to house
homeless students at BSU. Passed by a·vote of
costs of the student art ~how. Passed by a vote .
15M.
.
' of 15-0.{).
Senate Memorial #3 memorialized the loss
Senate Bill #45 provided $1,200 to the BSU
of Mychele Stanger, a Boise AIDS activist who
Rugby Club to attend a tournament
in
recently died from AIDS. Passed .by a vote of
Vancouver, B.C., May 28-31. Passed by a vote
15-0-0.
of 15-0.{).
~ompiled by Staff Writer Jon Wroten
Senate Bill #46 prOVided $350 to the

Full Senate
Caucus: Tuesday, 4 p.m.
Formal.Session: Thursday, 4 p.m.
Committees (Senate Chamber)
Budget and Finance: Monday at 12:30p.m.,
Tuesday at 3 p.m.
.
Public Liaison: Wednesday, 12:45p.m.
Ways and Means and St:udent Affairs:
Thursday, 3 p.m.

In case of an emergency, ~lia19-1-1. ,
To prevent delay. in the response of the
emergency seiviees, it is crucial to remember
that when reporting an emergency to the
police, the fire depannent .or amb~l1ances,~ou
should identify the buildmg or site by usmg
numbered addresseS.
, '
The crime log is based on information provided by the office of Campus Sheriff Dick
Kersting, 1695University Drive, 385-1453.. ,
, April 15. Vandalism. Pavilion parking lot

.

April 18. Grand theft. 1607 Campus Lane;
Grand theft. 2229#201Yale St.
.April 19. Theft. 1700 University Drive; ,
Theft. 2303Campus. Lane (Towers Hall).
April 20. Theft. 1607Campus Lane. ,
April 21. Petty theft. 1800 University Drive
(Special Events Center); Recovered stolen
property: Education Building.
.
April 22. Vehicle burglary. 1515 Campus
Lane.·
.
April 23: Grand theft. Library parking lot.

fI' Take

a college prerequisite

or core

class. .". ~ick up several cr~dit8 to
lighten yo~~

Inoney.

fall class load.'

tI Take

cla8se~ at

your own pace and place.

f/ Save

Tuesday.

4 Arbiter

YOU"DON'·T'GET
E.N.aUG H . 006t\'~,
·CR·E.DIT· 0\1-"
f
I
THE ARBITER IS LOOKING FOR
. . .

Apr1127. 1993
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QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS WILLING TO
ROll UP THEIR SLEEVES AND WORK IN
TH E ACTION-PACKEP WORLD OF, ,
STUDENT JOURNALISM. INTERNSHIP
CREDIT,. WORK S1VDY ARE
AVAI.LADLE. COMPUTER GRAPH IC
ARTISTS; NEWS, SPORTS, AND FEATURE
WRITERS AND COpy EDITORS NEEDE'D!
POSITIONS BEGIN IN LATE AUGUST. CALL
DAWN KRAMER OR ADAM FORBES AT
345-8204. WE'LL EVEN BE HERE DURING
THE SUMMER!!!

\er

d
e

pf~et
2722 Sunee" Boise .
Ph •• 389-4689
Sam-Spm
. 7 Day. a week

TRADE IN SALE
COMPLETE BEDS $100-$250
DRAWERS AVAILABLE
NEW WAVELESS AT 60% OFF
DELIVERY

nm NIl1V\'01lK

ts

Stephan usually comes once
each year, and then there is
one car show during the
summer.
Asifthereisrrt~readya
Dealerships
.rent
the.
parking problem on campus;
space,
and
the
money
goes
earlier this month, Miller
to 'support the,Pavilion's $1
Stephan
Honda drove a
million
budget.
"mini dealership"
into the
"All the money goes to
stadium
parking
lot. It
didn't leave for a week.
. support our budget so we
are not a burden on the taxAccording to the dealerpayers or the students,"
ship/there were in excess of
.
Spencer
said.
:
,
300 cars on display at BSU.
If anything, Spencer said
But Charles Spencer, assisthe car sales positively
tant director of the Pavilion,
Impact the·students, helping
said the car sale had "no
the Pavilion bring in conimpact on student use of the
certs and other. attractions.
parking lot." . .
''What impacts the students
Spencer
said
Miller

K. Neilly Cordingley
Assistant News Editor

11MES

"HILARIOUSLY

FUNNY!"

-wee

Loud,

DIlTAILS

',***.*
DELIGHTFULf"
. :. )aml Beman!,
NEW YOIlK POST

impacts us," he said.
When a trailer used to
make car' deals in was
parked in front of Bronco .
Stadium
along a strip of
handicapped,
parking
spaces, one student brought
it to the attention
of the
Pavilion.
, "We did not know they
had parked-It there," said
Spencer, "They won't do it
next time."
.Spencer explained
that
there must be a certain percent of handicapped parking
spaces available,
and that
even with the car sales these
requirements can be met.

Speaker: Education is key
.
to hel violent crime stots
.

Ion Wroten
News Writer

"CHARMINGLY
ECCENTRIC,.
with. a tremendous sense of fun:'
- Jaad MuIlD,

Pavili
in stu

Educating the public is the first step in
reducing instances of violent crime, a crowd
attending the 10th annual BSU Victim Rights
Week was told last week.
"A'Iot of people don't know the ramifications of violent crime on the victim," Corrie
Ryan, a vlctim/witness supervisor with the
· Boise Police Department, said. "One of the
purpOsef; of this week is to educate the communily more."
.
The week started with an all-day conference. on Monday, April 19. A crowd ranging
from 60 to 200 filtered in and out of the seven
·sessions tha t ranged from discussions
on
homicide and the grief process to a panel on
victims of domestic violence.
.The most heavily attended session of the
day was one on pornography and sex crimes,
which drew, a standing-room-only
crowd to
the Grace Jordan Ballroom a~ the SUB. The
day culminated with the march of a crowd of

about 60 from the Pavilion to the steps of the
capitol.
'
Last Thesday panels addressed child and
male victims. Wednesday's highlight was a
panel examining the relationship between the
media and the victim. Session organizers
encouraged members of the media to have
compassion for victims and to learn how to
decide who wants to talk and who doesn't.
On Thursday, participants discussed the
possible ramifications if Idahoans pass the
Idaho Citizen~ Alliance's proposed anti-gay
initiative. In a session on hate crimes, speakers
said 61 percent of gay and lesbian students
feared for their safety because of their beliefs,
and that attacks, both verbal and physical,
against gay andlesbian people Increased by
31 percent from 1990 tol991.
.
Organizers said they were pleased that
attendance was higher than last year. They
attributed this to better organization.
.
"In the past, it has received a minimal
response. This year, we had a better turnout,
and it went pretty well," Ryan said. '

Business students enter honor society
The followingstudents
were recently
awarded
membership
In
Beta
Gamma. Sigma, the national
honor society in business
and management.
.
Daniel Stieneke,
Swee
Kea Tan, Yue-Guan
Wei,'
Debra Platts, Dustin Exley,
Nita Torres, Jennifer Arnell,
Debra
Blume,
Kathleen
,Kempton,
Maria Buxton
. . ,''Oonna'
Meier,
Kare~
.,,< :':Ces.eIle~ Evelynn McCain,
-Darla
. Rankin,
Cheri
Siddoway, Davin Tingstad,

• Skateboards cant.
from page 1.
the provisions of any niles or
regulations adopted by. the
·ownership or management
for the orderly and healthful
·conduct of any park, picnic'
ground, dance hall, pleasure.
or health resort, sanitarium .
or building, or grounds of .
· an~ kind or description
to
which the public has general '
access, whether owned Of
operated by the state, a county, a muni.ci~ality, corpora-.
tion, association, partnership
or individual, shallbe guilty

Cheryl Hasson,
Andrew
Hampton,
Ingrid Mealer,
Kristina Inskeep,
Derrek
Gafford, Rose Nickerson,
Brent Hocklander,
Carl
Arriola,
Kent Noe, Kelly
Carlen,
David
Llamas
Shelli·. McClure,
Kelly
Knudsen,
Mary Marks,
George
Johnson,
Tami
Ryals,
Robin
Darnell
Daniel'
Kincaid,
Shay~
Wclllace, Christine
Jayo,
Daniel
Griep,
Stephen
. ~ader,
Cory Armstrong;
Timothy
Mesenbrink,

Jeffrey Feeler and Matthew
Harvey.
Membership
in Bela
Gamma Sigma, founded in
1913, is the highest national
recognition
a student can
recelve in an undergraduate or masters program in
business or management.
To be eligible for membership,
a student
must
rank in the upper 5 percent
of the junior class, upper
percent of the senior class
or upper 20percent
of the
masters class,

to

LEE
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SUB'bristles with false fire alarms

A living memorial

K. Neilly CordingIey

Assistant News Editor

AlblleriBllonlldw

.

BSU horticulture Advanced Instructor Gary
Moen, left, and some of
students plant a
magnolia tree In memory of Ruth Schutter,
who recently died of cancer. Schutter was a
former student In the hortiCUlture depart.
mente The tree was donated by Garden
. ,Center West, Inc.

his

Although students-and the fire department-are
often annoyed by the SUB's
false fire alarms, all can take comfort in
knowing that there are 120 smoke/fire
detectors in' the SUB for their protection.
According to SUB· records, alarms
sounded 27 times in 1992 and alarms have
been pulled twice So far this year.
Greg Blaesing, SUBdirector, stressed how
sensitive and complex the sua's fire detection system is. There have been only two,
incidences when there was actually a small
, fire, and many people blame the sensitive
equipment for the sounding of the alarms.
Often, however, this type of malfunction is
not.the case,

In 1992, 11 false alarms were caused by
someone maliciously pulling an alarm, said
Blaesing. BSU is billed $125 each time this
happens more than five times in a 12month period.,
The Boise City Fire Department
responds to approximately 500 false alarms
each year. Because responding to false
alarms on an emergency basis poses an
unnecessary risk to firefighters as well as to'
Boise's citizens, the cost for the service is
high.
BSU was charged $50 for each false
alarm after two in a 12-month period that
was non-malicious. There were 13 alarms
of this type in 1992
There was one.incident in 1992 when an
alarm was pulled in order to train SUB
employees to pull the fire alarm.

Unidentified man reveals himself'
in less-than-scholarly pursuit
Dawn Kramer
News editor
The BSU Library isa
place for one to gain information, but recently a student got a quick lesson in
anatomy there which was
more than she bargained for.
While
studying
at
arproxima,~ely.? p.m. early
:.:'.:'J,,-,~

....

,..-~
__
~~·;_·i'".',~,(,·r
.,',:

this month, a female student
noticed a man who had been
following her masturbating ,
in the stacks.'
'
The suspect' was not'
apprehended as the victim
waited four hours after the
incident before notifying
police.
Police were unable to follow up on the Incident,

,.:" -,-:.. ;,\e •. ~·,.!.~.i"

/';",

_,

::;"

.Workshop 'aims to develop skills
in teaching language using art
Art touches people in a
way few other things can.
Teachers of foreign languages and English as a second language can find out,
how to make the power of
artistic expression a priceless
tool in the classroom.
"Creative
Classroom:
Using the Arts for Language
Development" is a one-credit workshop to be presented
by Carolyn Graham from
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. June 11~12
in the Grace
Jordan
. Ballroom of BSU's Student
Union ..
,The workshop is being
offered by ,the BSU Division
of Continuing Educa~ion

and the modern languages
department. '
Cost for the workshop is
$111 for graduate and $90
for undergraduate
credit.
Payment is due upon registration and includes a
Saturday luncheon.
_' To register or request a
register-by-mail packet, call
385-1702or toll-free in Idaho
at 1-800-632-6586, extension,
1702 or toll-free outside
'Idaho at 1-800-824-7017,
extension 1702.
Registration can also be
done in person from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday
through
Friday in Room 237 of the
BSULibrary.

, 'With Idaho CentralCredit Union, geniog an -MA" infiriailceis easy. We kriovijust how important
finances are to a student, especially whe~ it comes to establishing credit and acquiring student loans.
So, we did our homework and designed these services especially for you:

• 20/20 Student Checking
• Guaranteed Student Loans'
•. ATMCards
• Guaranteed Ihrough the Sludenlloan fund 01Idaho,

• Visa
• Overdraft Protection

'

,

Use Your Full·Service Student Advantage!

'IDAHO

CENTRAL
CREDIT UNION

200 N. 4th s, 344·8490 • LBJ. Branch, 650 W. Stale St., 342-6700 '10990 Fairview Ave., 376-8787 • 6707 Overland Rd., 322·3900
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School becomes a necessity rather than a
choice if ypll re going to have any kind of
future for your, child or yourself.

!l

E

rr

-Lisa',
former single parenti student

tl

, , Sherry carne back to school after
Rebecca Jenkins ,
her
divorce to finish her nursing
News Writer ,~
degree. It had been over ten years
since she was in college.
Stroller-pushing, diaper bag-tot'~Forme, it's been really hard to
ing students are one of the fastest
,
go
from being a full-time mom for 12
growing populations at BSU, and
anyone who walks across campus, ,years; to being a student also," said
goes to the SUB or attends class has Sherry, mother of three.
"My children have. a hard time
probably seen them. ,
'
understanding
why I'm always
They rush across campus laden
wlthbackpacks and books like most . looking at my books. They've been
other students, but they usually have so used to me just taking care of
something else with them that sets them that it's hard for me to explain
doing this because I
them apart-a baby or child. Singlepar- to them that
love
them,"
she
said. "It's for our
ents are one of society'slargest groups,
future."
and the evidence is, here that their
The future seems to be one of the
numbersare growing at BSUalso.
, BSU's child care facility helps , biggest considerations of most single
these people to cope; 30 percent of parents.
Lisa; a teacher and swim'coach
the families who use the center are
who was a single parent while she
single-parent families, said Judy
Failor,director of the center.
. was in college, felt that once she
"We're seeing more and more sin- chose to involve a child-in her life,
continuing her education became a
gle-parent families on campus,"
necessity.
"
Failor said.
'
'
"When you're a single parent, it's
Why are there so many single
your obligation to go to school, or
parents on campus? The answer
could be that more single parents are you will stay in a rut-:-working in
returning to school, or that more stu- fast food for $5 an hour for the rest
, of your life.' , '
"
dents are becoming single parents.
'~That'5 not fair to, you or your
The answer is a mixture of those
child,"
said. "School becomes 'a',.
two possibilities.
neeessityrather than a choice if
Tftere tends to be two types of
single-parent students-those who, you're going to have any kind of '
ArbllerlBrlan Becker
were never married and those who future for your child or yourselt,"
,The author, a single parent, and daughter Savannah, center,
Lisa had never been married'
are single because of divorce. Those
pay rapt attention In class.
' ,
when
she
had
her
son,
which
she
who never married were often
said
probably
made
being
a
single
already in college when they started
When it comes to child care,
parent student easier for her than for taking care of home and family all
their families. '
by
themselves,
where
before
they
many
parents have family or friends
those
who
are
single
because
,of
Most students who are single parhad a partner," Lisa said.
can care for their children. Others,
ents from divorce, hOwever,are usu- divorce.
Being a student brings up other
however, have to find a daycare cenally returning to school after several , "I made a conscious choice to be a
single' parent," she said. "1 was .ccncems for single parents as well. ter or care in their home. "
,years, even decades out
' Child care costs' ate often too
Both types of students face differ- never in a situation where I relied on Child care and finances are at the
top
of
the
list.
expensive
for single parents, espea
partner
to
help
raise
my
son,
so
. ent challenges when adjusting to
, Many single parents use various
cially if they're students; running as
being both full-time parents and stu':' doing it on my own was all I knew.
"After being married, though, a , resources throughout the communi- high as $90 a week for infant care.
dents. Here's what some had to 'say
(full names have been withheld at person would not only have to ty to take care of those concerns.
The day care on campus has reaadjust to returning to 'school, but to
their request):
Health and Welfare has several
sonable rates, $11 for a full day and
programs available to help parents
$7 for a half day. They offer care only
out financially: food,stamps, Aid for for children who are potty-trained to
Commllnity Resources 'for
Dependent Children and Medicaid.
kindergarten age, however.
.Food stamps offer "money
Failor said many of their parents
Single-Parents
coupons" that are as good as cash get help paying for child care
for purchasing food items. ADC is a through Child' Care Connection, an
1. The Morrison-Knudsen Foundation
money payment received each
associate of the Idaho Child Care
2. The Women Infants and Children (WIC)
, month from the state rather than, or Program.
sometimes in addition to, working. '
''ICC will pay anywhere from five
Program
Medicaid
is
medical
insurance
from
to
95 percentofyour child care
3. Child Care Connection'
the state that will pay for pregnancy
costs," Failor said. "Manyof our
4. Boise CityHousing
and other medical expenses.
,
' parents have 95 percent of their costs '
Eligibility
to
these
programs
is'
paid for through ICC. It's a great
, 5. Aid for Dependent Children
based on .income. Theseresources .program,"
,
6. Central District Health Department
are not always enough to get by,
For parents of infants. cost isn't
though.,
' '
the only concern. Child care is much
7. Child Support Enforcement
''Wh~ I,was on ADC I only got more scarce for infants, said Failor.
8. Baby Your Baby"
$260 a month," Lisa said, "which " "I've probably referred a couple
just
wasn't enough to pay for rent, hundred parents of infants to the
9: The JOBS' Program
utilities, laundry, diapers and all ,Child Development Center down'.,10. Food Stamps' "
other necessities of living. Yo:ulearn town, and I'm sure they only have
to do without a lot.
,space
for 10 infants.
'
"There's a big difference betw een
''There just iSn't much availability
University Resources for
of infant care in Boise," she said.
needing things and wanting them,"
Students have had to take chil,Single-Parents
she said, ''1 often babysat on the side dren to class' with thein, or forgo
,1.T9f3\fVomE3n'sCe,nter'
for extra money and didn't report it going to class at all, because of this
,to Health and Welfare. You have to, .deficiency in day care.,'
.
',2.Th~fChildCareCenterfind ways like that to cheat':'-it'sthe
''I usually take my baby to class
New Directions
'
only way you can do it."
"with
me," Brenda, an education
Boise City Housing is another
'major, said. "1 just have no. other
'·4~H.O~P.E.,~
support grol,JpJorsingleparemts
urce that's available. Theysubsi• SChool kids conti,nued on '
5. TheCouenselirtgCenter:
dize rent payments based on.
income;
, page 7
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Ada County to promote
are asking Boise employers
non-motorized transportato make it easier for their
tion. According to Ross
employees to commute to
Dodge,
project
analyst
for
work by bicycle in May.
Spring is here, and for
the
Ada
Planning
A number of other transmany-despite
:the rainAssociation,
Boise
is portation and ecological
that means bicycling.
embarking on a majorreevents are scheduled for
The prospect of leaping
focusing
of
the
city's
sysAprilandMay.
astride a ten-speed means
temof
bike
lanes
to
make
• Anyone can ride the
more, than a recreational
them
more
usable
for
bicybus
for free throughout the
spin.on the Greenbelt; pedcle commuters.
' ' month of May. Thanks to an
aling is a, form of commutCar' Free Days of Spring
arrangement between the
ing.
, .
,
kicked off on April 22 with
City and Boise Urban
Several events in 'April
ana M~y are aimed at get": a Bike to Work .Day Stages, anyone can enjoy
Celebration at Boise Centre unlimited free ridership to
tingpeople
to-consider
on the Grove. ,
, any area served by the bus.
alternative transportation
According
to
Dodge,
• May 8 is the annual
to work, such as biking.
,
Thursdays
in
May
have
"tending
the foothills" day,
The City of Boise is spon-:
been
officiatty
designated
a
combination
of garbage
soring Car Free Days of
by
the
city
asblke-to-work
pickup
and
trait
mainteSpring, a monthlong prodays. Dodge and the city
nanceprojects.
'gram mcooperatton with

GlCowood& Srate· Bio3dway Parle
6982 W. State SL 2168 Broadway
8S3·ROSE
,342·ROSE

,Roses starting. at $9.99 a dozen,

Rick Overton'
Editor-in-chief
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WE ALSO CARRY KINETICS & RaCES!
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Corner of 15th and Front· 383.0073~W~/~~:
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1MTHE ARM~ YOU'LL
TAKE CHARGE 1M
MORE WAYS THAN .ONE."
There's an added dimension to being a nurse in the Army. You'U have
increased health care responsibilities. And.you'll enjoy the respect and
prestige that come naturally to people who serve as officers in the Army
..
.. Nurse Cotps.
-,
.: You'lIbea~iedmemberofan

,~~'hriJ~~fWfll~{£rv~'it!ilii,~,;;,:,{.'fi!'i'"",,:'.\'t',

•

'soUght arid listened to. And you'll
have the opponunity to practice nursing in IIvariety of environments. &om
hijl.tech military hos{litals to . .
MASH units. &om flight lines to field
hospita!s. in the United Statesor
overseas.
Here are 'some of the reasons to
consider becoming an Army Nurse:
good pay and benefits, opportunities
for continuing education in your chosen specialty, seniority that moves
with you when you do. and job experience you can't put a price tag on.
Discover the Army Nurse Corps difference. Talk to an Army Nurse ..
Recruiter today ...

ARMY' NURSE CORPS.
',
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I,E ALL YOU CAM BE:
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SChuam's Outlines
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1-800-USA~ARMY

provide you with,the
questions and the solutions
in order to show you hOW
tosalveproblemsl

Failor said she feels the
• School kids
'. children en-rotted, and a university is beginning to
om page 6 waiting list with 73 names recognize the needs of paron it. The new facility is realContinued fr
ents who are students.
option, and my professors
. ly needed," Failor said. . ..
" !'Thestudents passed the"
seem to be 'pretty underConstruction on the,faClhfee increase for the new child
standing."
'.
,
'ty
should start fairly soon,
care facility, sO I.feel ,~at is'a .
.A new child care facility is said Failor. .,
big
indicator that they recoggoing to be built oncamp~s,
''We chose the architect in
nize
the number of parents .
which will have a capacIty . February, but we've been at,
on
campus
and the need~·
for 200 children, including
a standstill for.two months
.
infants. , '
' with the Department
of they have," she said:, ,
Other
resources
available
This should help parents .. PubliC:Works. We have.the
of infants"Failor, said, but
money and the l~cation. I to help single pa~fi!ntson
campus,
include
the
they will probably only have
don't know whatthe holdCounseling
Center, " the
room for only 12 infants, so a
Women's
Center", New
need will still exist lor care.
up is," Failor said.
The current facility has a
They hope, to have, the: Directions and Students for
Quality Child Care. '
capacityfor60children.'
new center ready by fall
"Right now 'We have 68 semester 1994.
..
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SPORTWEAR

Even white the snow
was piling up in drifts last
winter; Stan Steiner was
.riding his bicycle to work.
The BSU,assistant teacher" educatiOl}Pro~~()r,is~;,..
committedbicycle'c.0mmuter, come rain, snow,
sleet or hail:
..
,
.
On.a feW days the drifts
dio-vascular
workout,
but
, By contrast, Steiner said
. got unusually deep.
there are certainly people
Boise's moderate weather
''The mistake that 'I made
and the Greenbelt make it who do."
is I should have thrown on
There can be some prob-"
an ideal city for cyclists.
my cross-country skis and
lems
to biJdng. Parking is
Steiner said something
skied to wor.k," Steiner said.
one
of
them, but that
like biking to campus can
Students are well-known
shouldn't
be anything new
be both a pOsitiveexperito live on their bicycles;
for
BSU
students.
,
ence
for
the
person
doing
Steiner is one of a few uniAlthough
he
had
little
the riding, and a part of the
versity employees' who
trouble
finding
space
on
have chosen· to trade. in
solution to campus parking
bike racks in the dead of
four tires and a motor for
problem.
winter-physical plant pertwo wheels and a chain. ,
''I think it is something
sonnel even got into the
Steiner first began comfor everyone., A possibility
muting on a bike as a gradis to drive your vehicle to a habit of plowing space for
him behind the ed.ucation
uate, student four years ago
shopping center and bike
building-Steiner
thinks
in Laramie, Wyo.
the rest of the way," Steiner
space may become scarce
"The big difference
said.
between Boise and Laramie
"The first thing is a
~~o
w~ks from, now,
is that (swear Laramie is
frame of mind," Steiner
when
we
get more bicycles
the vorteX of the U.S. In the
said. "Think about what
morning the wind was in
on campus, maybe the bike
you're goingto',gai~ from
my face. In the evening th~ .. biking ...! don't particularly
racks will become a probwind was in my face"
use my bicycle for the car- lem:' Steiner said.
Steiner said.
"-':'"~

I

SANDALS

C,'LU B

The first thing is a frame of mind.
Think about what you're ,going to
gain from biking ••••'don't· particularly use ,my bicycle for the cardiovascular workout. but, there are
certainly
peC)ple, WhC)-id.O.c"
J< ,'.':.::.~" '"',_.,,,;.:
','> ':" _":',:;" .' "_~'.::'''; ', __
'<:_:>~::-";:~:<
":':;":_":>'
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c:;r1O\~na5'\ SPORT

Bicycling becomes reoustlc
year-round alternative for prof
Rick Overton
Editor-in-chief
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/Try somealt~rnative
transportation'in May
, Grab your Styrofoam helmets.bike locks, and
headpho, nes.!hrow
a.wa,r,,',the keys to that
petroleum-belching machme m the garage and try

somethingnew,
'.
, '
.Bveryone makes a fuss about the parking problem on campus, but it isn't a matter .O,ftoo few
spots 5() much as too many people trying to park
too many cars. May is the perfect 'mont~ to .try
some alternatives to the headache of parking tickets, full lots and long lines of cars.
,
'
. BoiseUrban Stages is addressing the problem by
offering free ridership throughout the month of
, May to everyone. Free. Anywhere the buses go. "
Not only does this help the microproblem of
traffic and parking, but it also does its s~bo1ic bit
toward the environment. .The BUS services nearly
all areas of Boise and can transport students to
campus in scarcely more time than it would taketo
drive.
.
Another way to avoid parking concerns is biking.The city of Boise is encouraging local employers to support their employees commuting to work
by bicycle. Every Thursday in May has thus been
declared Bike-to-Work Thursday.
It's an idea that many gear-grinding students are
already all-too-familiar
with. Bikers save on gas
money, don't have to worry about parking, get
moderate and regular exercise, seethe nicer parts
of the city on the Greenb~lt and get a little fresh air ..
Give it a shot. If you currently commute by car,
trybiking to school for one week. Your petroleumhungry rust-bucket will never feel the same aga~.

Th, 1m
In In
II

II

II

'.during finals week :
Grouridbreaking ceremonies for the long awaited Library expansion and renovation are scheduled for May 3.
But, the contractors don't plan to start construction until after school is out-right?
The last two weeks of school are essential
research, cramming and information imbibingtime, and the Library is the core of this activity.
The first phase of renovation involves relocating
the main entrance to the north side of the building,
a move which will dump evening studiers onto the
poorly-lit Greenbelt after dark. This move is supposed to be completed prior to the beginning of
construction, but based- on how things have gone
so far, who knows if that will be May 3, or long
after graduation.
' ,
"
Starting renovation too quickly will not only
interfere with the academic operation of the Libary
at the most crucial, time in the semester, but may
risk to the .security of those who use it. We hope
that those in charge of the Library renovation have
taken these concerns into consideration.
,
The Arbiter EditorialBoardis madeup of RickOverton,Dawn
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that Inay appall us and
offend our sensibilities.
But if their activities are
not illegal and don't infringe
upon the freedom of others,
then these people should be
allowed to go about their
daily business without fearing interference or reprisals
from others. Why? It's the
American way; that's why.
We may not always like
the way others govern their
own affairs, but they are are,
nonetheless, their affairs,
and need to be respected as
such-according to 'the dictates of their own consciences-not ours! If.we
cannot (to this, then we too
~n thevery real risk of losing our own rights!

April 27, 1993
Volume 2, Number 30

EditorsDawnKramer news, Scott Samplesperspiration "
• Assistant Editors MelanieDelon culture, Corri~ McNeillynews
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The biggest thing Wrong'
with American socie,tytoday
is that too many people are
trying to impose their wills
and moral values upon othMaybe there's not enough
,ers who, simply put, are
personal reward involved to
quite happy With the ones ,
merit the occupation of one's
they already have. '
own time for such menial,
, Many fundamentalist
public concerns; there's no
Christians are no longer con- hoopla, no fanfare involved.
tent with just maintaining
These goodies come from
theirown freedom to worstuff like dramatic arrest '
, ship as they choose; they
Scenesat abortion clinics,
now feel compelled (dutygynecologists ~inggunn,ed,
boundHo "spread'the,
-downfrom behind or, perword," even to ears that
haps, it Whacko from Waco
don't want to listen.
taking on the U.S.of A. from
Many in the pro-life set
a bloody-pulpit-in-the-skyare no longer satisfied with
with-no-diamonds. This is
merely preserving their own' the stuff dreams are made of,
rights to do with their pregman. Get with ittThere's no
nancies as they wish; they
glory to be had by helping
now want to control the
Granny Goose across the
rights ofothers as well.
street.
The first thing that comes
Simply put, some people
to mind concerning the
are so efficient at maintainabove is: What's wrong with
ing their own personal
people like this that want to
affairs that when they wrap
have it both ways ... that,
them all up, they arrive at a
cannot be content to just
severe loss for something
have the right to manage
else to do. The result is that
their owri per-sonal
,
this very same compulsion
affairs-but want to meddle
tofix something overwhelms
in another's, too?
' "themto
the point that they
Is it that they cannot find'
become driven to poke
other important matters in
around in another's personal
our troubled world that need business.
to be fixed-like, perhaps,
So, where does all this
some hungry kids, commu- .Jead-e-to confrontation? We
nity help projects 'or environ- live ina pluralistic society
mental concerns-sornething , There are some in our sodwhich affects everybody's
ety .whowiII handle their
, world?
personal affairs in a;manner '

Don't gut the Library
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Letters to the editor should be in my hot little himds by Sp.m. Friday.
Personals,messages"adviCeand Kiosklistings are flee, but limited',tono
, more than 50 words.Oassifiedads. will cost you 25 centsa word' per week
for indiviciuals,SOce1itsfor businesses (buE'thefl!'sonly one week left);
'Include a phone number and sendeyeryt,hing to 1;'he Arbiter 1910
UniversityDrive,BOise,Idaho 83725; Call us at (208) 345-8204 or FAXto
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Todd Sholly
Special to The Arbiter
Because I'm here.
That sounds like a fairly
egotistical statement, but it is
something that we, as a student bociy, need to seriously
consider. We wonder what
kind of school we are at
sometimes. We whine about
registration lines, parking
lots, prices of a cup of coffee,
certain professors; student
government, the Idaho game
and about 273 other issues.
We curse the academic wind,
never thinking about the
good things that this university off¢rs us.
For instance, an education.
It happens that. every one of
us can get a degree from
Boise State University and do
whatever we want to, or
whatever we dream of. There
is nothing stopping anyone

of us from discovering a cure
for .cancer, eliminafu\g the
~tional debt, lowering the
cnme rate, improving our
public schools or beating
Idaho next November.
I see our student body
spending too much time
pointing fingers at each other
and not enough time looking '.
at the mirror. We look for the
scapegoat of the month to
assign blame for this and for
that, never stopping to.thinkdent
how we can improve oUr'
own situation. Of course, it's
much easier to pawn off our
problems on others. I am as
guilty of this as any of us. I
spend too much tim' . e think ing about how things would
be better if only this person
would have done that differently. We all fall in that trap
from time to time.
There is an unlimited
amount of improvements

Emphasis on racial.
difference is start
of discrimination
Dear Editor: .

that can be made here if we
realize that within us, we can
accomplish anything. After a
year in student government, I
am now totally committed to
the belief that we don't have
to wear a name tag to get
something done around here.
We don't need to be in the
ranks of ASBSU to make this
university better for students.
Granted, ASBSU can bea
beneficial resource for stuconcerns, but we need
to admit that any of us can
get the job done, if we so
choose.
We'~ all tired of the
"parking problem." Wr!re all
tired of the overcrowding at
this university. We're all tired
of issues that seem to be
ignored, from our perspective, Yet,if we don't get off
our backsides and help each
other arrive at solutions, then
we deserve exactly what we

'.with the same basic needs and
desires, and our opportunities to life,
.liberty and property are protected by .
the 14th Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. Only when we stop
thinking of one another as people
and consider each other's skin color
do we become discriminatory. W~
. aren't talking about differentcul~.:
·tures here, no matter what ourori~
. gins:We all participate in American
custom - we speak the same lan.guage in school, we participate in ,
the same sports, we wPatchthe same
.garbage on television and buy into
the same materialism that is the
underpinning of our value system.
''But minorities don't have equal
oppor;tunities:' a friend of mine, a
hispanic woman, said to me. In the
ensuing argument she couldn't tell
me why need-based scholarships or
academic scholarships instead of
racist (oops, I mean racial) scholarships wouldn't give these less fortu, nate students equal opportunities.
(Except that if she had to compete
with starving white students like
myself, she might have had to pay
.formore of her education herself.)
Why take away a great step in '
desegregation that was made in this
country, and replace it with segregation again? This policy holds true
not only in the area of education but
in the job market also. And not only'
races, but all types, of minorities. (If I
were only a black disabled veteran
lesbian woman in todav's academic
and professional world, I'd have it

Let's begin ntis bitch session with
some justification (so I don't get
.lynched by angry minority students
who won't bother finishing this or
can't stomach the thought oflosing
the wave of sympathy they have
been riding since deciding to pursue
a higher education). I do believe that
minorities should have equal opportunities. But not at the expense of
promoting racism ... but what exactly is that? Webster's Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary: n, or adj.
racial prejudice or discrimination.
Imagine seeing in a newspaper:
''BSU gets schplarship for whites."
Or ''White to the future." Or ''White
Student Union invites white students to see BSU campus." Did I .
hear a cry of ''Racist!''? Now consider this recent headline in The Idaho
Statesman: ''BSU gets scholarship for
Blacks." No. discrimination on basis
of race there, not at all. Who hollers
"racism" now?
'
And get this: the black scholarship is in honor of Rosa Parks.
Forgotten your Afro-American history lessons? Shame on you. Well,
Rosa was the temeritous woman
who in1955 refused to give up her
made)
seat to a whiter man and go back to .
The truth is, minorities are given
the black section 'of the bus. This
every other opportunity to succeed
caused a 382-da:y bus boycott led by
that the law can provide. Catering to
. the champion of non-discrinlination '.' the idea that they live in a white
himself, Martin Luther King Jr. This . male world and need extra help to
led to the end of the onee:popular
make it just promotes the "them"
idea of separate but equal':- the
and "us" that makes racism poiwhole idea was to put an end to segsonous to our ~etyand
generates
regation. The irony of itmakes me
hostility (i.e. from less thoughtful
sick. If it doesn't affect you, you
poor non-minority students trying to
nnght as well d.roP out of college,
get a ~olarship). Not all blacks or
because higher education is a waste
hispanics or Native Americans are
of your· time and money.
disadvantaged, and not all whites
You are promoting equality with
'are wealthy and have opportuniti~.
segregation and discrimination. The
Everybody has different circwn~·
logic is mindless, your purpose
stances, regardless of where their
destructive to the fabric of American.
greitt.:great-great grandmo~er was
;culture; Black, white, red, yellow or
from.
.
fake-baked ,tan, who in the hell: .
.Ifwe want a truly ~ual and toler,cares?Isn'l
that wh<itwe are trying . .ant society, we are going to have ~
.;\' ..', '!i>teachoui;selves?Weare4ll1
people,

when great strides will be
made in student life. As this
academic year comes to an
end, please think seriously
about how you can make this
university .better.
This university is
There is an unlimited the greatest in the
nation for the simple
amount of improvereason that we are
ments that ·can
here: attending classes, playing intramural
made here if we real- basketball,
logging
iZ~that within us,
many hours at the
. computer lab, stresswe can accomplish
.ing over finals, playanything.·.
ing frisbee in the .
. quad and enjoying a
65-eent cup of coffee
That job is mine. And
in the Student Union. The
yo~s. It's time to stop wonnext time we find ourselves
denng what ever happened
complaining about Boise
to Boise State and start realizState, we need to ask ouring how fortunate we all are
selves the following: what
to be here, getting an educacan I do to help?
tion. The moment we begin
. One more thing: beat
to take responsibility for our
Idaho.
. ,
education is the moment
get. Our campus is teeming
with students who prefer to
pass the buck; students who
feel thatit's "somebody' else's
job."

be

stop judging people on the basis of
. race.
Stuart Bryson
sophomore
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for their own personal use.
The same thing could be interpreted about giving monies to clubs so
they can go to conventions or have a
party. The food is consumed by an
individual for their own use. The
beds they sleep in are for their own
personaluse.(lhope).Eventheeducational ex~~ce
orinformalion .

....

..the.rreceiveattlteeotlvenfion,jtifOli'c:\C
them to use individually. Education
is an irid.ivid~l experience .. ', .

Wheredo we draw fhe line? When
we
draw a line/how arbitrary is it?
Dear Editor:
I would onlybope that those
involved with addressing bi1138 to
Again, let's set the record straight. .
the judiciary will champion the cause
From your article, ''Judiciary rules
ofquestionabreappropriationbys~
against senate's cash donation," I
ing that all bills are reviewed in a
find that Justice Asbury and I are in
nondiscriminatory and fair way by
full agreement. In fact, we said nearseeking judicial review of all funding
ly the same thing, i.e., ''Judiciary
allocations. .
,
only reviews bills which they are
I have always supported the.
asked to review."
ASBSU Senate in their decisions. I
Mr. Wroten inadvertently left out
have, and continue to support Sen.
the fact that my comments about
Terry Jones' right to take any and all
how I hoped all bills would be treatbills for judicial review, and I suped without bias, was addressed to
port the judiciary in their decisions. I
the ASBSU Senate.
may seek further clarification, but I
I have NEVER addressed the
recognize that bill 38 is seen as
ASBSU Judiciary, not that ldo not
unconstitutional.
have personal reservations about
Now, will The Ai'biter allow me to
what exactly a "cash award or cash
take off the silky new black hat you .
gift" is, or how presenting a donaso much want me to wear and allow
tion to a fund or foundation is conme to replace it with the old, chewed
sidered "the use of ... [monies] outup, worn and tattered white hat I
"side of the club or organization by
would like to wear.
_ individual members of for their own
. I don't see' anyone involved in the,
personal use. Jon Bell is not a membi1138 scandal as being wrong. Those
. her of Students of Light Technology.
involved.have sought to do what
'Ih1e, the wheelchair provided .
they saw as being in the best interest
was for Jon, but, hypothetically, if
of the students they represent.
monies were given to a club by the.
~.
Thafsall.
ASBSU, and those funds went to pay
Jerry Squires .
a guest speaker, who benefits from
former president, Associated
the monies? The students indirectly
Students of Light TechnolOgy
benefit form the speaker's abilities,
but only the speaker uses the money
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Simply stop by your school'sfinancial aid office. Once your needs are
determined, we stepin. Our staff of professional and friendly financial sales
representativescan tailor a loan to fit your particular
circum~tances..~etheritbea5tafford,
.J

5L5,~LUSor? ..

s.fl.'lJ:.ft!l

strategic combination, A student loan from FIrstSecurity
.'Bilnk~.'
Bank. It's not too late.
O.nrentlyGiVing llO%. ..
. Member ED.I.C.
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Writers, readers
event 'scheduled

Arbiter 11

Traditional' .
dance, food
on program
"for holiday

Montana author James Welch
is among several prominent westem writers who will give readings and workshops Aug. 19-21at .
. BSU's'second annual Writers and
Readers Rendezvous at Shore
'Lodgein McCall, Idaho.
Welch is the author of ''The
- Indian Lawyer," "Wmter in the
Blood," "Death of Jim Loney"
and numerous other publications.
. OtherJeatured
writers are
Kent
Anderson;
Lorian
Hemingway and Cort Conley.
Anderson is a BSU·English professor and author of "Sympathy
for the Devil." Hemingway is a
granddaughter
of Ernest
Hemingway. Conley is an author
of Idaho guidebooks and is the
publisher of BackeddyBooks.
Workshops will be conducted
by last year's Rendezvous
presenters,
including
Pam
Houston, Robert Wrigley, Clay
Morgan, Mary aearman Blew
and Idaho Writer in Residence
Daryl Jones.
The Writers and Readers
Rendezvous
is sponsored by
BSU's Division of Continuing
Education. For information, call
Kati Hays at 385-4092 or 3853492

'.

.

Program explores
right-wing politics
What is meant by the terms
"right"and "left" in American
politics? The Public Agenda, a
cable show produced by BSU's .
public affairs program in the.
College of Social Sciences and
Public'Mairs, will ~t
a pr0gram on right-wing politics on
,cable channel 10 beginning this
week. The show will air at 9 p.m.
each day. ,
.
.
, The Public Agenda will look at
who some of the. prominent
groups and individuals on the
right are, their positions on the
issues, and what techniqUeS.they
use to mobilize theil'.supporters·
The special guest for this pl'O:'
gram is BStJ political science and
public affairs professor Stephanie
Witt, who is currently reseirching
. right-wing groups.

Jorge O~Andrade
Staff wri ter
his
weekend
the
Mexican students of
BSUwin offer a taste of
their culture to the com, munity of Boise by
sponsoring the 5th Annual Cinco de
Mayo Celebration:
The central act will take place
next Sunday, May 2, from 11:30 a.m,
to 5:30 p.m. at the Julia Davis Park
Bandshell. Have yOll had era \lings
lately for an authentic tostada, a real
taco or a hot enchilada? DOn't miss

this chance. A wide variety of food
Fugazz will perform Apri.30 and Milly 2'aspart of BSU...·Cinco
will be offered by some of the gende
Mayo festivities.
. .
uine Mexican restaurants in the area:
'La Chapala, E) Gringo, Casa Mexico
children and adults," says Kristina: ,.
.Xuchitl Rodriguez, and one is of
and Acapulco win be among them.
American European heritage: Rubin SaIazar, on-eof the organizers. '
The, program' includes traditional
If you feel like dancing, you'll
Olson.
dances performed by the Ballet
have a good opportunity
this
Music will also be presented at
Folklorico of BSU and a folkloric
Friday
nighr3t
the
Roller
Magic
at
this event. Two
2929
Keirn
in
Nampa.
This
way,
group·
from
BrotherThe celebration Is groups,
Pocatello. But the
hood and MC "more Hispanics will have the
to participate in the dance,"
main attraction
for everybody, Shake, will partic- . chance
according to Salazar. She feels the
will be the elecipate
with
rap
Hispanic and .music in Spanish . . growing Hispanic population of
tion of.the Cinco
. de Mayo Miss
American, children Additionally, the Caldwell and Nampa justifies
. BSU. The winner
making the drive to Nampa. The
have
and adults. sponsors
will be chosen
prices at the door will be $6 per
organized tradifrom among nine
person.
.
tional Mexican
During the dance, the sponsors
candidates. All of - Kristina Salazar
games for chilwill present officially the candithem are BSUstudren like pinatas and face painting.
dents; eight are of Hispanic origin: .
dates for Cinco de Mayo Miss BSU, ...,
Nobody should stay away from
Olga Olivas, Lolita Hernandez,
and they'll also sell Cinco de Mayo
Maria Casas, Maria Romero, Patty . this festival. "The celebration is for T~hir~.
.
everybody, Hispanic and American,
.Diaz, Maria Cabral, Irma Tamez,
;...

.

-

The hisforyof Cinco de Mayo
Kristina Salazar
Special to The Arbiter

countries to make a joint naval
demonstration against Mexico in
order to compel payments to
One of the greatest days in . bondholders. Fleets of the three
Mexican history is known as powers sailed for Vera~z, arrivCinco de Mayo, the anniversary of, ing there near the end of the year;
the 1862battle of Puebla, in which
• It was announced that. there
Mexican forces, against.overwas no intention of conquering
whelming odds, defeated French Mexico and that they only desired
invaders.
to settle the claims. After those'
The battle itself was not a big countries had a conference with
victory but. gave moral confidence. Mexl.can representatives'
and
to the Mexicans to win the vicrory made a preliminary agreement,
in the long run. The following
the British and Spanish fleets
even~ led to the battle:
. sailed fol' their home in April
Mexico had defaulted pay1862. After this, the French were
ments on bonds to France, Spain
eager to establish a centralized
and Englan.d. One arrangement
monarchy under French control in
was made by t~ree European
Mexico,

When the French attacked the
forts of Loreto and Guadalupe on
May 5, 2,000 Mexican soldiers
under Gen. Ignacio. Zaragoza
drove about 6,000 French men
back with.serious losses and final-

ly won ..

The city of Puebla, Mexico,
which had been· known as Puebla
de Los Angeles, changed its name
to Puebla de Zaragoza in tribute
to the general who had defended
it from the French invasion. Ever
since, CincO de Mayo is celebrilted
with festivities by Mexicans both
at home and in foreign countries.
In the U;S. it is observed principally in the southwestern states of
Texas, Arizona and California.
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SUMMER. SPANISH
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Five weeks of Funlll June 7 -July 9
SEE BSU 1993 SUMMER CATALOG
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tPavili

t
Melanie Delon
ASsistant Culture Editor "

(.ot'l't
PH. l4S-S688
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TUESDAY: $1 MARGARITAS FOR
ALL
.
WEDNESDAY:ALLYOU CAN EAT
SPAGH.ETTI $3.95
THURSDAY: ALL YOU CAN EAT
BBQ RIBS $6.95·

...PATIO NOW OPEN

B 'is ans

Ganja blues rockers Black
Crowes
will bring their

Sout'hern Harmony
and'
Musical Companion live to the
BSU Pavilion on April 27.
"With this tour, we want
to create vibe soyou'U feel .
. like you're justhanginf? o~!
at our pad for the eVenIDJ?t .
says Black Crowes vocalist
Chris Robinson. Since March .
27, the Black Crowes have
been on the road promoting
their second album, The

a

Southern
Harmony
Musical Companion.

and

,

Hot Hew CD's.

NAVYNURSE CORPS.
WE WANT TO START
YOU ON YOURWAY~

',.

Mind Bom overstimulates
-.
wifhgroovyeclecfic mix
-

Mind Bomb
Do You Need Some?

tentacles into all types of music. According
to Shakky Von Krause, sexy 'man, electric
bass, and backing vocals, the band has been
Agood foundation is
influenced by everything
that has hit the
important for a successful
career.
ear canals of band members:
Cartoon
lenni Minner
That's where the- Navy
sound tracks, The Ramones, farts, belches
Culture Writer
Nurse Corps can help.
and KISSarejust a few.
"
The Navy provides financial
Mind Bomb is the epitome of diversity.
A hopelesslyad4ictiveinjedion
assistance to meet tuition costs
''What's great about the audiences at our
of bachelor and advanced
of ethereal energy oozing with the elixir
shows is that is you look out there you see
nursing degrees. This sets y~u
of life10rce intravenously feeding ,
everything
from Deadheads
to punkers,"
. on your way to a successful
an werdose to each member of their audience
There is something for everyone.
career in t~e Navy and
allowing them to gorge themselves .
.
"00 You Need Some" and "Segue" on
tomorrow's high-tech' world.
on
the
celestial
stars
punk
that
all
righteous
their CD seems to satiate the alternative,
Navy nurses experience the
space creatures exude, thus bringing
whilst their new self-titled tape has ballads
finest in personal. profesthe human' race to their knees and leaving
.siona! and financial rewards ,
and funk, and a heavy dose of metal. While'
,them a pulsating crumpled
of
.
including comparable pay. 30
I'm not sure I like the tape that much, I have
over-stimulated neroe endings.
,
days paid vacation earned
to compliment the CD and its accompanyeach year. and worldwide
ing musical bodily functions..
.
.
travel."
.
.
. I.don't .know if I'm a crumpled mass of , ~'I think we're sort of a refreshing thing. I
If your choice is to move up and ou.t in the world. we invite
over-stimulated
nerve endings,
but I
mean, grunge has had its day, but this is
you to consider the Navy Nurse Corps.
. _
'.. :
thought Mind Bomb's CD Do You Need
new ... There's something for everyone."
For more information on the Navy Nurse Corps. VISityour
Some? was kind of groovy.
--.
Mind Bomb is planning to go on tour in
Navy Nurse Corps representative or call 1~800-543-9820,
This Chicago band has just shown up on
May,mainlyon·the
east coast, however.
A Navy representative wili.be at the Placement Center on
the charts as third most-added
band to
Unfortunately
for The Crazy Horse and
May 3-5 from 10 ~. to.3 pm,
-,
. radio waves, right behind Primus. Not only . ensuing throngs' of young grunge fans,
, that, butthey've been appearingonMTV
.
. :'¥~'\;'l""-'~'
Boise will just have to wait to see them in
. and have just had orders to edit their video
the flesh. If you want to risk it on my
'. A"
N· URS·: .. E· You and the Navy~ ,for inappropriate private parts.
' .' .'
advice, the CD is good. And it has.a neat
Full Speed Ahead.
N ii.' J. . .'..
In a few words, Mind Bomb has a kind of, picture of a microscopic
creature on the
-eclectic sound, an amebic entity reaching its
inside cover.
..

.. f

.On April 27, you will see
these guys are no strangers to
live performances. With the
. release of their debut album
, Shake Your Money'Maker, they
headlined a 19-month tour
which included 350 shows
, and an accumulated audience
of over 5 million people.
Fo, this round of performances, appropriately called
.the"High As the Moon" tour,
the Crowes are playing Some The Black Crowes .
pretty
interesting
dates.
The show should contain
The SoutheTn Harmony and
Earlier
this
year
they
Musical Companion is,' accord- great music and even an eleentranced
an audience
of
ment of surprise. The opening
ing to Robinson,
"more
60,000 at the Great Atlanta Pot
band has been kept, a secret.
aggressive, yet in the same
Festival and did a 9D-minute
Hard rock group Gutterball
sort of strange stance, genshow in Florida forMTV's
had accompanied the Crowes
tlet." For the llve.version, you
Spring-Break inDaytona. .'
on the Canadian-leg of their
can expect to hear all of the
With all of the attention,
tour, but as of press time no
Shake ,Your Money Maker and
don't think for one-minute'
one at. the Crowes' manageSouthern
that the Black
ment, record company or the
Harmony
Crowes have
staff at the Pavilion had a clue
favorites
gone corpo.Black Crowes
.such
as
as to who was opening.
rate.
"We
Tuesday; April 27
I guess we'll find' out when
"Hard
To
refused
the
the clock strikes 8 p.m. on
Handle" and
hype,"
says
Bp.rn. Tuesday night, and the Black
"Jealous
Robinson.
BSUPavilion
Crowes enlighten us northAgain"
as
"Where
we
well as other ' erners with a little bit of that
come from,
bluesy, heartland rock 'n'. roll
Crowes
'no
hype'
,
fa vorites like "Sometimes
means we let what the band
that can come only from the
, does speak for itself."
- soul of the South.
.
Salvation" and ''Non-Fiction.''

mass
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Group stages play
by BSU'professor
''Not This Part of the World," a
new play oy BSU theatre arts professor Phil Atlakson,
will be presented
May 14-15 by the
'George
Street
Playhouse in New
Brunswick, N.J. .
. The
George
. Street Playhouse
is
professional
theater company.
Atlabon
''Not This Part
of the World" is a
loosely knit collection of sketches
about "seeing and believing,"

a

Atlakson says. The Idaho Statesman

MUSICBouquet 344-7711. 10tO Main. Ages
. 19 andover. Tuesday-Saturday; live
music by Rochel
BRva! 385-1223. Every Friday night
shows start at 7:30 p.m. on the first
floor of the SUB. Free to the public.
April 28: Mid-Day Expressions at
noon with classical guitarist Joe
Baldassarre. April 30: John Jones
Trio.
.
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called it Ita rattlesnake drama' that
bites deep into the funnybone."

Art faculty featured
in exhibits, journals
Art work by BSU art department
faculty members John Killmaster,
Jim Blankenship, Catie O'leary and
Mary Witte have been featured
recently in exhibitions and publications. .
.
Killmaster's enamel and watercolor
piece
" Arm'
and
Hunuriingbird Blue" wasdisplayed
A,pril2-7 in an international competitive exhibition of arts and crafts at
the CI<I Japan Fair '93 in Tokyo. The
exhibit was sponsored
by the
municipal government
of Tokyo,

Witte's work also is feaGerman embassy, CKI and
fYlore
tured in the North Coast
the
Tokyo
National
Collage Society National
University of Fine Arts.
bulfun
Bxhibition, Her digitally
Blankenship's watercolor
manipulated
photographs
painting "Burley Mufflers" .
also are on display at the
was accepted in the 53rd
~
Mountain West IV Biennial
annual juried exhibition of
Photography
Exhibition at
the Northwest
·Watercolor
Utah State University,
and have
Society. The exhibition continues
been featured
in the "Paper in
through
April
24
at
The
Particular: 14th National Exhibition"
Howard/Mandville
Gallery
in
at the Columbia College Gallery in
Kirkland, Wash .
O'leary exhibited collages at the." Columbia, Miss.; "America 2000:
Anne Reed Gallery in Sun Valley~ Works on Paper" at the University
Galleries in Minot, N.D.
. Idaho, and the Gallery Route One
A color plate of Witte's work a159
miniature exhibition in Point Reyes,
was included in the January 1993
Calif. Her work is included in the
issue of The Artist's Magazine, and
ninth annual North Coast Collage
her "Hot Springs Trilogy" print has
Society National Exhibition, which
been . added" to the Seattle Art
through
April 31 in
. continues
Museum's photographic collection.
Seattle.

Board ..Admission is $2 at the door ..
Shows begin at 9 p.m. in ~~e Grace
Jordan Ballroom. April 30: Potato,
Potato and Wirehead.

CONCERTS
Black Crowes 385-3535. Presented
by United Concerts. Tickets are $20
at Select-a-Seat. The show begins at
8 p.m_on April 27 in
the BSU Pavilion.

BSU Community
Orchestra
385-'
The Cactus' Bar 342-9732. 517 W.
1216. Tickets are
Main. Doors open at 9 p.m. Ages 21
. $4
,general
and over. Mondaysand
Thursdays
admission,
$2
are open mie. nights.
for seniors and
free to students'
Crazy Horse 384-9330. 1519, W.
at the door. The
Main $5 at the door on Fridays and
show begins at 7:30 p.m,
Saturdays.
$3 at the door for
in the Morrison Center on
Technoraves. Doors open at 9 p.m.
May 2.
April 28: Buzz Oven, Motherload
.
I)
and Schlong.·April3O: Meicies-Ifrom
Glenn MUler Orchestra' 38$.,1216.
San .'
Francisco),
Bomb
Tickets available at Select-a-seat are
(Warner! Arista recording artists)
$12 and-$10. The show begins at 8
and Dirtboy. May 1: Technorave with
p.m. on April ~8.in the Morrison
OJ Jesse, $5 at the door, .
Center.

run April 26-June 30. The reception
SPB Film Series
385-3655.
Sponsored by the Student Programs . will be April 30 from 7 to 8 p.m,
Board. Admission is $3 general, $2
Spir,its·...:,..The Geoffrey
Halder
for BSU faculty or staff and $1 for
Collection
345-8330. 670 S. Julia
students. April 30 &: May 3: Man
Davis Drive. Sponsored
by the
F~cing Southeast in the Student
Boise Art Museum. Admission is .
Union.
$3 for adults, $2 for BSU students
or seniors and $1 for children
THEATER & BALLET
grades 1-12. Museum hours are 10
a.m, to 5 p.m. Tuesday-Friday and
noon to 5 p.m. on weekends. The
exhibit will ron May I-Iune 27.

RECITALS

e •

&Si_;;;~;:;;;_;;;;;~The Mousetrap

Dino's 345--2295.4802 W. Emerald.
Doors open Monday
through
Saturday at 9 p.m. Ages 21 and over.
April 26-May 10: Stand Fast.

Reba McEntire with Brooks
Dunn
385-1766. Presented
Starstruck. Tickets are $23.50
Select-a-Seat. The show be~ns

&:

by
at
at

Grainey's Basement 345--2955.107 S.:
6th. Open 8:30 p:m.-2 a.m. Ages 21
and over. April 28-May 1: Jack
Mormon.
Hannah's
345-7557. 621 W. Main.
Doors open at 3 p.m. on weekdays, 5
p.m. weekends. Ages 21 and over.
Wednesday nights are ladies' nights.
Thesday nights feature acoustic duo
Gemini.
Wednesday
through
Satur-day: live music by Secret
Agents.

342-

2000. 2000 Kootenai.
Presented by Stagecoach Theatre
Inc. TIckets are $6 general admission
and $5 for seniors and students. The
Student
Recital
385-3980.
play will begin at 8:15 p.m. on . Sponsored
by. the BSU music
Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
department. Tickets are $4 general
admission, $2 for seniors and BSU
evenings, April 22-May 8.
faculty or staff and free to BSU stu";
dents. All .recitals wilI be in the .
ART
Morrison
Center Recital Hall.
April 27: Kyle Porter, tuba, at 6
Senior Student Art Snow 385-1310. p.m. April 28: Senior composition
.recital by Eric Leatha at 7:30 p.m. '
April 29: Saxophonists
Scott
Thrpen and Kevin ~mes at 6 p.~.
May 1: Senior recital by David
Munk, hom, at 4 p.m. May 2: Duo
piano recital with Del Parkinson
and Jeff Shumway at 4 p.m.
,
~.'"

345-6344. 513 W. Main.
Ages}l and. over. Every Mon~ay
nlsdlt is acoUstic jam night featuring
.JOM Hansen.
.
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Auction '93 385-1698. Sponsored
by Bronco Athletic Association and
BSU Alumni Association. Tickets
are $60 ($20 tax-deductible). There
will be a silent auction at 4 p.m.,
4inner at 6 p.m. and live auction at
8 p.m. on May 1 at BOise Centre on
The Grove.
.

4{)9 S. 8th.
18 and over after 7 p.m. No cover
charge. Every Sunday at noon: acou~
ticJ'azz guitar by Dave Santiste. va.n
an Ben Burdick. April 29: Acoustic
music by TBA at 8 p.m. April 30: Folk
. guitarist Peggy Jordan at 9 p.Ul. May
1:Midnight Flyer at 9 pm.
.

Pengilly's

;

MISC.

Koffee KlatSch 345-0452.

Lo~ Stadt N' Barrel 385-9060.4705
Emerald. Open 8 p.m., to midnight.
Ages 21 and over. Thesday-Saturda~
Tauge &: Falkner.

Faculty Artists Series 385-1216.
Sponsored
by the BSU music
department. Tickets are $4 general
admission, $2 for seniors, students
and BSU faculty or staff and free to
all BSU students.
April
30:
Chamber recital featuring
John
Baldwin, Jeanne Belfy,Wallis Bratt
and James Coo:\(at7:30 p.Jllo :-<.-,":!":<"
..... -

Bowling Bash for Kids 385-1440.'
In the Student
Union bowling
alley. Bowling and lunch for kids
ages 5-11. Admission
is free.
Bowling will from noon to 2 p.m.
on April 27. Call Marj for reservations.

Concerto-Aria

competition winners, from .Ieft, Starr '.

.

Johnson, Dan Immel and Dawn. Douthit Will perform May 2 .
with tile BSU Community Orchestra. '
,
'7:30 p.m. on 'May
P viii Do
a. o.

i in

the BSU

n

Located in Gallery
in the. ~blic
Affairs and Art West Bul1dmg .
Admission is free. Gallery hours are
9 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays. The show
will run April 28-May 6.

Cinco de Mayo Fiesta 385-382S •.
Sponsored by OELA. Admission is
free"The fiesta, featuring food and
entertainment, will run .from noon
to 5 p.m. May 1-2 in Julja Davis
Park.

lbm GraIney's 345-2505..109 S. 6th.
FILM
Hall ·of Fam'e Banquet
385Open 9:30 p.m .•2 a.m. Ages 21 an~
1223/385-1440.
Sponsored
by
over. Sunday nights feature rock n
Boise Blues Society Membership
roll with Boi "Howdy. Monday.night
Other People's Lives 385-1223.
ASBSU and· Student Activities;
- Drive at Tile flicks 336-1804.646
is blues' night featuring ChIcken
Tickets are $5 in advance at ASBSU
Fulton. 'ncketSfor all shows are $5.50 . Located in the Student Union
Cordon Blues. TUesday night is jazz
or Student Activities. The banquet
at the door. New and renewed mem- . Gallery. AdJIlission is free. Gall~ry
.night from 8:30 p.m.-close. April 28- berships are $8Jor individuals and
hours are 7 a.m.-n p.m. daily. The
will begin at 6 p.m. in the Jordan
May 1: The Tolirists.
exhibit by Sandy Marostica will
BalIt:Oom on Apn,. 28. .
.
$12 for families. April 29-MaY 2: Deep
Blues
at
7:15p.m.
featuring
live
acousTwo Banas'Two Bucks 385-3655.
Compiled by Assto Culture Editor Melanie Delon
tic blues at,6:30 p.m. on April 29.
Sponsored by the Stu!ient Programs

�'
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Football team wraps up
proctlce readies tortall ,
I

Scott Samples
Sports Editor
It didn't really matter which team
came off the field, victorious in last
- Saturday night's football contest at
Bronco Stadium. Either way, BSU got the
win.
And that's exactly what happened
when the BSU Blue team thumped the
.~SU Orange squad 30-3 in the final scrim- .
mage of the spring practice season. .
The intra-squad scrimmage was as
close to the real thing as Bronco players
will get until this fall when the real football season gets underway. And even
though this game didn't count in the
. standings, it was still important. The
scrimmage was the last test for Boise State
coaches to use to evaluate their players
before the fall practice Session begins.
.
The spring session was the fir,lt chance
for first-year head coach Pokey Allen and
his ;itaff to work with BSU players, who

had to learn the new system as well as try
to find a starting spot on the roster,
.So far, Allen is relatively pleased with
, the progress of his team.
''I've really been impressed with these
kids," he said. "I'm really enthusiastic
about coaching them."
The team has been enthusiastic about
playing, but in 15 practices the players
obviously haven't been able to learn
everything.
"1 hoped ,we'd be a little sharper,"
Allen said.
The quarterback position is one the
Broncos are' hoping will shape up by the '
first week of spring. There are three applicants for the job-senior Travis Stuart,
who 'started most of last year's games,
junior transfer Lee Schrank, and sophomore Danny Langsdorf-but
fhere was
no clear-cut winner after the spring prac. .» tices.
"I'm waiting for one of those quarterbacks to take charge and be the guy, and I
don't have the feeling that one of them
has stepped up to be that guy," Allen
said ..
Stuart, whothrew for 74yards and a
touchdown in the scrimmage, said he's
not concerned about the starting job just
now.
"1. just don't really worry about it
myself," he said. "1 just do the best I can.
Whatever's best for the team is what I'll
do."
Schrack, who had 110 yards on the day,
agreed there wasn't much left to say.
"1 think we all {three QB's) came out
pretty good," he said.''1 guess only the
films will tell,"
But the beginning' of the season is a
ways away. When the season, starts for
real.thisfall, all the players wiIl have a
better idea of where they stand. And
besides, there's' still" time for' improvement.
'
"Once we get the full team on the'
field," Allen said, "wftre. going to have a
p.rettygood ,teaD\'"
,

.

AtblterlBrlan Becker

BSU'S-Ernesto Diaz lunges to return a shot In Friday's first round competition.

stitl
, Scott Samples
Sports Editor

going into the journament,
b~~zed through the three-day
championships held at BSU.
Boise State skunked Eastern
Washington 7-0 on Friday. in
the first round, then knocked
off ,two-time defending cham, pion Weber State 6-1 in the sec- '
ond round on Saturday.
" Things continued
to' go
B$U's way on Sunday, when
they faced N~. 3 Seed Northern
Arizona, a surprise winner over
No.2 Idaho State. The result
,was a 5-1 win over the.
Lumberjacks and the Big Sky
. title-the
result Patton had

To most people, 19 years is a
fairly long time .
The BSU men's tennis team
figured that was too long to go
without a Big Sky Conference
championship, so last weekend
the Broncos went out and won
their first conference crown
since 1974.
While Bronco tennis teams
have tried for almost two
decades to win another Big Sky
title, BSU head coach Greg
Patton came to Boise and won
. one in his first year. And after
the long title drought, Patton
saidthewin was a relief.
"It was really exciting to do
it,", he said. "It's likeyou wake
up one morning and you're 15
and you've got pimples: Then
,you look In the mirror the next
day and you seethe biceps and "
triceps and the complexion's
cleared up. That's what it's like ,
. for these guys.". "
,
The Broncos, the No. 1 Seed

nc .s

(,;<-

anticipated.

. ".1 expected it, because I
know' my guys," he said. ''You
live with themday in and day
out, and I know they share my
dream."
'"
. The Big Sky crown was the
first .stepin Patton's dream.
Now he and the Broncos are
looking to a trip to the NCAA
championships, which Patton
sees on the horizon.
"Look at how good these

"'twin

r u.

t

guys ~J'eL-ah"
, J.lddthE7~'rt;,~.t~ing ,

b etter,

e sal .

.'

Boise State has a chance to
make it to the NCAA finals this
year, but the team's fate,doesn't
rest in its own 'hands. The
Broncos will make it' to the
NCAA's if Fresno State wins the
Western Athletic Conference
next week. If Utah wins, the
NCAA will vote to determine
whether to send Utah or Boise
State. If any other team wins,
the Broncos will be finished for.'
the year.
Although Patton would like
his team togo to the tournament, he said this was a "twoyear season," meaning it was
the first of two steps toward
fulfilling the NCAA tournament dream. And nextyear,
Patton expects to see the
Broncos to go beyond a conference title.
"There's a feeling that's .per-,
meated the whole team that's
like, 'Hey; yeah, yes- we can do
it. We'll Win a lot of matches
and we'll get better,'" he said. .

s

t

Scott S~pIes .
~ent. But on a day that was some- ' . and added first place finishes in
Sports Editor
. times sunny, sometimes rainy, and
the discus with a throw of 164-10,
,'.
"
.
,- almost always cold, conditions
and the shot put with a toss of 53In the big scheme of thmgs, last weren't exactly prime for big per- 1 1/2. Brad Abbott won the pole.
Saturday's track meet didn't mean formances.
.
vault at 16 feet, Carlos Albury's
that much to the BS(Jte~m.
Still, BSUcoach Ed]acoby said leap of 23-4 won the long jump,
The Broncos couldn t lose the there may have been some advanand Jon DeBerry had a jump of 7-0
BSU-Washington .Sta.te-Centr~1 tages i~ the diSadvantages. ,
1/2 to win the high jump,
Oregon Open Invitational, as It
'1 didn't think that was a real
For the women's field events,
was a non-scoring meet, but neiemotional meet for the athletes
BSU won only two of the .six
ther cou!d
win it. , "
and I think it's important to se~ events, although three Broncos
~he individual athletes had
you can compete. then, because
, took the second, third and fourth
their chances to set records-as
there's going to be a time when
"
spots in the long jump. Rubye
BSU's Chuck McTheny did in the, you have to;" he'said.
Jones took the triple jump with a
hammer throw with a toss of 167 ,
The Broncos did produce some
hop of 37-8 3/4 and Julie Jenkins
' feet, 7 inches, breaking the old. . good moments. ,
'
record by 4 feet, 2 inches-or to,
, MeTheny' led the men'sfjel~
quali.fy ~~r the NCAA ·tou'rn~~' \ \#~hts{viiliMs I\e\VsthQQ1.~rd
~), I I

~er

..
~t~r~e~:~?ntl~~1=r9P'"
,
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JOBS
.ALASKASUMMER EMPLOY-,
MENT -, fisheries.
Earn
$600+/weekin canneries or
$4,OOO+/month
on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room &:
Board! Over 8,lXX> openings Non
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Foremploymentprogram
mI11-20&545-41S5ext.
A.99m
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make ~~ney teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Ja}XU\
and Taiwan. Many
provide room &: board + otie' ben- .
efits! Make $2,000-$4,000+per
month No previous training orteachingcertificaterequired. For
employment program call: (206)
632-1146ext.]5!m
.
EXPERIENCED PEOpm NEEDED
IDR YOUfH RAlLY, sponsored by
RomanCatholicDiocese of Boise to

heldMOIl.Aug9,1993at Bro~
Stadium Positionsneeded: Stage
Manager; Stage Crew; Light &:
Sound Engineers; Musicians;
Singers; Dancers;' Other Talent.
Stipends to be negotiated. Send
resumesto WYD Hub City Rally
Committee, c/o JackieHopper,3m
FOOernI Way,Boise,Idaho837ffi. The
deadline Corapplicalions
is May 1st.
$2000-$5000 A
MONTH
Environmental Enlightenment
Company' moving to Boise.
Seeking motivated self-starters.
·.Full-time/Part-time,Call Roxie18X>-243-ffi93

. be

k

n 5 turf

A1ternative/Progband.

Call 389-

4766 Ask forDan

SERVICES
PERSONALFITNffiS

TRAiNER:

Guarantees results. Training day or
night,in your home, offiCE or clab,
Very affortlable.For.free consults-

lionscall338-6716.
·1YPING.·If you need your tenn
. papers typed caUTraci,383-9739.
Relmnablerates.

PERSONALS
' Singlewhite redhead male looking for single male seekingrompanionship &: possible relationship. Enjoy mountain biking,
skiing(water&snow),rollerblading, and seafood. Send replies
with photo to Box 5, c/o the
Arbiter
An open minded, fun loving,
secure,young white couplewith ."
own home and sense of humor
desire a single female 18-35for
companionship and a meaningful, fun relationship. We enjoy
movies, animals, the outdoors,
picnics,and travel. WenonnaUy
wouldn't placean ad likethisbut
we are having a difficult time
finding a female so we understand your reservations, but if
you.are in a like situation please
respond.
All responses
answeted with sincerity.Writeto
P.O. Box 8735, Boise, 10 83707.
Photos and phone numbers

advantage, the BSU club had
peting, Weber State .took first
problem~ getting into the top in the men's division, while
categories, . Only
'two
Idaho State claimed the
Broncos-e-Audrey
Eddy in women's championship.
Last weekend, for the first
the calf roping and break'. B.o~h teams also sported
time since 1976, the BSU
away roping, and Tracy
individual winners as well.
rodeo club returned to its
own stomping grounds.
' Bruch in breakaway-were in Jason Eiguren of WSU took
CWB $$
the top 10 competitors of the home the men's champlThe last time BSU hosted
CUARANTEEJ$400.oo
nine events.
onship, while ISU's Megan
the
Marriott
Bronco
Twostudent
clubs needed for Fall. appreciated.
, Bruch's attempt to, win the Coon was the women's allStampede on campus, Jimmy
project.
Your
group GUARANWF 20's, HWP seeks same for
..
'
breakaway
fell
short
when
.
around
champion.
"
.
Carter-was pre$ident and
TEED
at
1east$400.oo
.
.
Must
call
fun open friendship and life on
.,Ei~ren p)aced. firstjn the . BEFORE END OF'IERMFl:.&»' .~ge·.i¥~~~,d~',1'.PJ~,
Elvis Presley was still alive. , she wasn't able tprope,the
.., ."~,;;;~ig;
calf,
and
Eddymissed
her
's~~tllngcontesnvit~a:
The two-day rodeo, held on
!X32:oszB,FJct;99 .". .... ..••. "
.
opportunity
as
weU;Eddy
.
h~~
of
9.5
seconds,'
arid
Friday and Saturday 'in the
has another shar in the goat " teamed with Brian Roundy to PART-11MEJOB'
Pavilion, returned to Boise
tying contest; but couldn/t . grab the team roping ~vent
StUtmg at $6:lOhr. ~}wr~
State turf after a 13':year
beat
Sherry Roach of Ricks
with a time of 143 seconds.
Withthe Idaho National Guard. Nothing to spectacular, just a <
absence. For the past few
COllege, who finished with a
Coon 'acquiredher points
CALL389-MII<E.
"good-time" night out.. If you -.
years, the rodeo had been
time of 15.6 seconds to win
by placing second. in barrel
$200 DAILYmailing circulars for
likeanais nin. Hany Connick.Ir.,
held at the Caldwell Night
the title.
' racing at 27.4 seconds and . majorcorp, Free supplies. Rush The Art Museum, the Library,
Rodeo Grounds.
Out
of
11
total
teams
comthird Inthe goat tying ev~t.
seIf-addressed-stamped-enve1ope dancing, singing, writing and
But .even with the home.
to: USTBMarketing, Personnel just B.S.ing on the phone we
Dept., P.O.BoxBryan. IX 7Mfj
should meet. If you're not overly
religious or political, like
Jagermeister shots and Coors ....
FOR RENT
Light,hate Madonna's music,are
not for an instant.boyfriend, we
HOUSEFOR RENT - 4 bedroom. 2 . should mre!. And if know how
sCore of859~ and UNLV's
been ditched, after host
bath, 2 blocksfrom college. $250 to play strip poker and truth or
.
. ".
.
Edward Fryatt shot a 210 Idaho decided it couldn't
per room, share electricand gas,
Dare, know how to suck face,or
and won the individual
hold an eight-team tournaother
utilities paid. Rent entire can tie 0 cherry stem into a knot
title in ~ playoff; tipping
ment because poor weather
home or just one room. Metro
The. BSU men's golf
New Mexico's TIm Herron.
conditions had rendered
with your tongue, ~e should
Managcment~
team tied for seventh out of
some fields useless.' Idaho
definitely meet. 'Physically, I'm a
young looking cross between
15 teams in 54-hole tourthen cancelled Montana,
ney in Provo, Utah .last·
U .'
Idaho State, and Montana
TRAVEL
E~iolio Estevez and Anthony')
weekend.'
,
"'.,.
State's invitations,leaving
Micheal Hall, with a touch of
The Broncos'shota team.,·'
..
.
just five teams.
.
.EUROPEONLY$269!!Jettheni
DoogieHowser. Blue eyes, nice
total:of'888, tying Hawaii,
The BSU baseball club
. Tim Helgers(jn~ BSU's'
ANYTIME fromWestCoast, $169 butt, no abs.,pecs., or other
Cal-Northridgte,
Utah
doesn't know where it's
coach, said the three 'teams
fromEast Coast with AIRHITCH®! . .' Marky Mark feahires, but not fat
State,and Utah for seventh. ,going to be playing ',this w~re trying to put toge.ther
31Q.394.ffi50.
cither.5'7"~ 138100. just nonnal.
Marc Rhl>ades was the
weekend. Butthe,teamwill,
atournamerit
either in
Looking for a woman to hang
top.B~U golfer, tying'for . 'beplayingsomewI1ere.
,.. Pocatello
or Bozeman,
out with, not ,marry and have
FORSAlE~
fifth .with a total of 218.'
; B~U'was supposed to ~,Mont.He.lgerSon'said
asp
kids With. Romance optional,
DilVici'LeBeckwas.knotted
one ofeighHeams to,play.m ' was leaning toward going'
but not necessary. If you getseri1977 TOYOTA CELICA GTunder
Ina seven~w.ay tie,for14th',: the <Big Sky" Con.ference
to that rather than the one
ous too quickly, are shallowand .'j)
84,000 aCtual miles, S-speed, Ale.
with a total of 219. '.... .,' . T()urnament'schedulecifpr
in Idaho; 'if the ,three
. self-absorbed~are looking for a
\Uydean. 3624116aftB-6PM $1995.
'Ne~a4a-LasVegas
won
May 1-2 in Moscow.
schools can get organized
sugar-daddy,do drugs,or think
top"te:~mh?nors,w~th~
" .a.ut that pl~ may have, by~ar·
'.
that Oprah is.queen bee, please
write to someone' else .
" MISC
Otherwise; drop mea line,
• Track continued··
Smith, and Gray combined
'the 100, edging teammate
. NEW IN AREAkioking forpeople maybe a photo. P.O.Box4302from p'
14
. to win the4x4QO-meter relay Misha Looney by.003secBoise,83711. '
to' put· together original
...' age' '.
with' a time of 3 minutes,
onds
12.30~while foitr'
won the high jU~p at 5-3.
, 19,47 seconds, rounding out
Bro~cos took, th~;top fout'
Boise State also did well
BSU's wins for the day, ..'sppts
in th~ 200~,with Jovita
. ,','How to use'th,e personals.
in the'track events. For the .On
the women's side,
Davis leading tile. way with
'Hereare
the codes: S means straight; G. gay,
men,' J*ke Miller '~ook the
Sara Herman took 'the 1,500- 'atim~of24.52;
." ,;~:,.
.
W White, H,Hispanic, B Black,Ffen\ale,'M
'.
11O,;m.eterhu·rdles
with a .... meter race at4;:43~63,Tos~a:,.~<coriJ<~():elie~'s3jOO.Q:'·
tim.e',of 'lS.sec~nds;
Mike ·BaileY's14.53tiJl\~was~
.. ·met'errun'of,10:27.07took
.inaIe. T<;lrespond to a. perSonal, Of submit one
Brow~' s ~8 ..32 ~as good
.enough for first ,In,the :100-> flrstpla¢e;'and
the ielay
yourself, write to: The Arbiter, 'PersQnals;
enough for fll'st m the 400- . m.eter
.... h';1rdl.C
..s, and ..W.end.Y.'.' .t:e.a.In. '.0. t...
·.'t.l.·sa.·'ia.'noj:;.orp· ,
1910 pniversity Dr.jBoise,ID 83725.';'
.
meter,,~~d'1i'avis Gray. won
McCa.mlsh~won
the -iO(l-:.
..
....'...
". ..... . '.
They're free:'
" ..
the 400-meter hurdles.by .11 . ':meters at 57,05."
. ...
McCarnl~h,fanya
~ryant,
seconds at 5556. The team
Andrea Holmes led a .. and Marty Arguelleswon
"'n,'1 l)lJ'1!1:
cit:Mm~r(Brown~
A~ron
pack ~f}~~Vlljl\~e~!<? ;l}iq·1~J~q1~1°Oi~:~?~;4.
L \: 1I~1: I I
Scott Samples
Sports Editor
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PoUtlcs.J~eUgion and Civil Liberties: A
Clashof:Values? What does "separation of
church and state- really mean?
A panel discussion followed by your
questions. moderated by Stephanie Witt.
Ph.D. and sponsored-by the BSU ACLU
Club. BSU Student Productions. and the
'Humanists o,fIdaho '
Cost is $3. BSU Students get in Free
_ Tuesday. AprU 27. 7:30 pm, in the SUB

Jordan Ballroom D

can 344-5243
Idaho Youth Wheelchair SportS Camp
aDd the Bakers ofBol1ie present
Bake,sale Extravaganza In co~unctlon
, with ~e World's Largest Yard Sale

Tuesday,
;

April 27, 1993
.•

of Fame •and Stud'ent
,organlzatl~~ RecogDltlonJ>lnnet'

,",ASBSU Hall

Junior Achievement needs volUnteerS " $
wlthwerk experience to lead eleDlentary .
Wednesday; Apr;I~8, 6pminthe SUB classroom activities. TIme commlment
GJ:"QCe Jordan Grand Bcdlroom
181 h()urper week for 4 weeks plus '
can 385-1223
'prepara~oJltlme~"
, ,,'
, Tralnlng and 'material' provided
Call Debl at 34&-3990
Ada Community LIbrary ,invites you to h~ar
- ,,\ ,.
Robert Yohe on "Great B8s1n Archaeology"
, ;elkeAldPedal fOI'Progress "
Tuesday, Aprll 27.7:30 pm at the Ada
'Joln cyClIsts rromuound,the viorld,thlll
Community Library
sumDlel'. to bike to.Washlngton. D.C•• aU
cau 36200181
'ctcUngabWtleswe1come. appUcatlon~
are accepted on.a 'Br8t-eome-&st-servc',
Amnesty International
basis and spacels lhultcd.: Be,a pan of
meets the first and, third Tuesday of each
this communlty-b,ul1dlnti eqerlence for
.
',youngadults(',
month ~t 6:30 pm in the SUB All Fong
,
room,
\ cau 1-800-28~1326
,

'. Saturday, May 1, 9 am-3:30 pm. in the
•
BSUstadium parking lot

"

'

PrOceeds to help with athletes'
echolarshlps and the purchase of a new
racing wheelchair

Baptist CampusM1n1strles"
BibleStudies'-Fellowship.and
Fun '
Tuesdays, 7 pm, 2001 University,
across from the~ath/Geologybriilding

Continuing Education presents
carolyn Graham In a two day workshop
'avaDable for one gnlduate or
undergraduate credit to demonstrate how
Jazz chants. music, poetry and storytelllng may be Integrated Into the
classroom for Language DeVelopment In '
the instruction of Foreign Language and
Engllsh as a second Language, at both the
,' secondary school and university level

United Methodist Students:
Invites you to' our '
Weekly Sp~tua1 Study Wednesday
evenings at 5:30'pm" followed by
Fellowship Dinner at 6 pm. and Bible
Study at 7:30 pm,
at, St. Paul's CatboUcCenter
, , Call Liz Boed, 336-9091

.

BSU

Friday, June 1t cmd Saturday, June 12,
8:30 am-a pm in the SUB Jordan
'

Ballroom

can 385-1702
, Good luck with finalsl

'

,Exlt Loan Counseling by the BSU
'Financlal'Ald' Office, '
for all graduatlJ1g seniors who have '
received ai, stafford loan
'J:I.Wsday, May 4,4

"

pm. in SUB Jordan C

can 385-1664'

Women's Studies at BSU presenta an ,
Open Forum fordlscusslon of a Women's
Studies MInor ,at Boise state UJliverslty
Tuesday, Aprl127, 4 PIB, lnthe SUB Ah
FongRoom

,

.

.'

EVerYone',Welcomel,Data Processing
Management Association meetings held
the first Tuesday of every month
3 pm-dpm in B301 : c·
Call.Evelynn Mccain at 362-0790 '
........ ~.. .
:.'.;.

